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BURLINGTON HOUSE BULLETIN
NEW DISPLAYS

Two new displays of material from the
Library and Museum collections have
been installed at Burlington House. In the
Library, there is a display of photographs
from the Society’s archives, which were
taken by a young T.E. Lawrence (later
known as ‘Lawrence of Arabia’) when
he was cycling around France in 1907
and 1908, some of these photographs
were used in his undergraduate thesis at
Oxford. Fourteen photographs of French
castles and other medieval architecture
are exhibited in two showcases. The
display was prepared by Bill Woodburn
FSA, who has been helping with the
cataloguing of the Society’s collection
of T.E. Lawrence’s photographs and
postcards. Bill has offered a bottle of
“The Antiquary” whisky to the first
Fellow who correctly identifies a mystery
castle in the display.

Installed in the Council Room is a
figure of Prophet Daniel, another from
the collection of cartoons forming the
record of the 1923 restoration of the
Tewkesbury Abbey medieval stainedglass windows. The restoration project
was undertaken by the firm Kempe & Co.
and led by Walter Ernest Tower FSA. The
glass restoration work was carried out
by the company’s master glazier, Alfred
Edward Tombleson, while draughtsman
Rudolf Tanner executed most of the
drawings in the collection, and all of
those that are going to be displayed as
part of the current project, concerned
with promotion and repacking of the
collection.

FELLOWSHIP NEWS
REGIONAL GROUPS

NEW FELLOW TOURS

The society has four regional groups
that organise lectures and events that
for members. The groups are York
Fellows, Welsh Fellows, South West
Fellows & Australasian Fellows

Join us for a free introductory tour of
Burlington House. Dates:
7 March and 30 May

You can join the different regional
groups and their mailing lists to keep up
to date on events.
To receive updates on Regional Fellows
events, sign-up here:
www.sal.org.uk/salon/regional-fellows-groups
Regional events are also included in the
e-newsletter, Salon (www.sal.org.uk/salon).

Prophet Daniel, cartoon by R. Tanner
[SAL/P&D/Tewkesbury Abbey cartoons/15]
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UPCOMING BALLOTS

7 Feb, 14 Feb, 21 Feb
7 March, 21 March

The Garamantes and Beyond: Pre
Islamic Oasis Development and Trade in
the Sahara Desert
Prof David Mattingly FSA

Special Meeting in Cardiff
28 March
Three giants: Iorwerth Peate, Cyril Fox
and Peter Smith, and the study of
vernacular architecture in Wales
Dr Eurwyn Wiliam FSA

Carcassonne (Aude), 1908
[SAL/Photographs/TEL/Box1/B.2]

NEW STAFFORDSHIRE HOARD PUBLICATION

Through its prestigious Research Reports
series, the Society has published findings
on iconic sites such as Maiden Castle
and Fishbourne. The very first volume,
Excavations on the Site of the Roman Town
at Wroxeter, Shropshire, in 1912, was
published over 100 years ago.

Book online (www.sal.org.uk/events),
or call +44 (0)20 7479 7080.

• Out-Of-London Ordinary Meetings
Special Meeting in Exeter
28 February

Tour César, Provins
(Seine-et-Marne), 1908
[SAL/Photographs/TEL/Box1/B.18]

& NOTICES

The latest volume (no. 80) is
The Staffordshire Hoard: An Anglo-Saxon
Treasure. Written by specialists in
Anglo-Saxon archaeology and history, and
expert conservators with
unparalleled access to the Hoard, it tells
the story of the Hoard’s discovery,
acquisition and conservation, and its impact locally, nationally and internationally.
Richly illustrated with colour photographs, maps and explanatory drawings, it
will be the last word on the Staffordshire
Hoard for years to come.
Further details of this exciting new
addition to the Society’s research titles
will be released over the coming months
via SALON and social media.

legacies
The late Vera Evison FSA has left a magnificent
bequest of £50,000 to our Library. Professor
Evison was elected in 5 May 1955 and became
a Life Fellow from 2005. The Society receives
no public funding and this gift will make an
important contribution to enable the Library
to support Fellows and researchers in the
study and knowledge of the material past.
By making a bequest to the Society of
Antiquaries of London you will make a very
real difference to securing the Society’s future
in supporting its long-term aspirations.
If you would like to discuss leaving a legacy
to the Society, please contact Dominic Wallis,
Head of Development on 020 7479 7096 or
email at dwallis@sal.org.uk

STAFF CHANGES AT BURLINGTON HOUSE
Kate Bagnall has joined us as Museum Collections
Manager. Kate has spent the last five years with the British
Museum working on major displays, touring exhibitions,
training and knowledge exchange programmes, visitor
engagement, object research and documentation, and
collections care.
Kate studied Religion, Philosophy and Ethics at
King’s College London; with a particular interest in
Anthropology and the social function of religion. Her
first job in the heritage sector came shortly after, working on the preparation for
and installation of the Mary Rose Museum in Portsmouth – a highlight of which
was rebuilding the Tudor galley brick by brick using the archaeological drawings and
photography to piece the oven back together. On completion of the project and
the opening of the new museum Kate moved to the British Museum where she
worked first as a Museum Assistant and then as Assistant Collections Manager in the
department of Africa, Oceania, and Americas, with a brief secondment to the role of
Project Curator for the ‘South Africa; Art of a Nation’ exhibition.

CORRECTION:

The Spring 2019 Meeting
Card lists that the Anniversary
Meeting is taking place on
Thursday 30th April, please
note that the correct day is
Tuesday 30th April.

ORDINARY MEETINGS
7 Feb: Historic England’s ‘Miner Farmer Landscapes’ Project, and
the Context of Roman Mining in
the North Pennines
Alastair Oswald, FSA
14 Feb: The Spectre of
Antiquarian Forgery: The Case of
the Parian Chronicle
Dr Peter Nelson Lindfield FSA
21 Feb: Offa and Cynewulf: New
Perspectives on the Wessex/
Mercia Frontier
Professor Andrew Reynolds FSA
7 March: A Georgian adventure:
The Knight family and the
transformation of Exmoor
Robert Wilson-North FSA
14 March: Great Cloister: A Lost
Canterbury Tale
Dr Paul A Fox FSA
21 March: Interamna Lirenas
(Lazio, Italy): Survey and
excavation of a Roman city
Dr Alessandro Launaro FSA, Prof
Martin Millett FSA, Prof Frank
Vermeulen FSA & Dr Lieven
Verdonck
4 April: The forgotten
Troy House Estate,
Monmouthshire:Uncovering its
Historical Significance
Dr Ann Benson FSA
Tuesday 30 April: Anniversary
Meeting, President’s Address
Wine Reception
*Admission to reception is by ticket
only.
You can pick up a Meeting Card at
Burlington House or visit the website for the
full programme: www.sal.org.uk/events

SOCIETY CLOSINGS
The Society’s apartments (including
the Library and Fellows’ Room) will
close on Thursday 18 April at 5pm
& reopen on Wednesday 23 April at
10am. We are also closed on Monday
6 May & Monday 27 May.
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Kelmscott & Morris: Past, Present & Future
This year we will begin mobilising the conservation-led development of Kelmscott Manor, having raised over £5 million towards the
capital costs. Major works will start in September with improvements to the car park, sewerage treatment infrastructure and works
to the North Road Barn. It is essential we undertake these works first, as current arrangements for vehicular access undermine
visitor enjoyment of the Manor and have a detrimental impact on the environment. We have developed a new Traffic Management
Plan for Kelmscott, which will ensure all vehicles are removed from the sensitive site and village, enabling us to better protect the
historic fabric of the Manor and allow more space on site to provide visitors with better facilities. The sewerage infrastructure is
included in this first phase of work to allow economies of scale to the project process.

Essential repairs to the North Road Barn will allow the creation of the storage, charging and maintenance of the new electric vehicles
that will be needed to be in operation by March 2020 when the car park will be in service for the new season. We will be able to
iron out any potential problems while visitor numbers are still relatively low and manageable during the construction period and have
a fully implementable system in place for when Kelmscott Manor re-opens to the public in 2021. Our Project Plan is to have all of the
Estate buildings, along with the new build Learning and Activity Space complete ahead of the Manor House being de-commissioned
ready for works to ensure that a significantly improved experience is offered to visitors whilst the Manor House is not available.
Following the decant of the furniture and collections, there will be an opportunity for visitors to experience the empty Manor House
and observe whilst conservation work is in progress. The Manor will then be completely closed to visitors from June 2020 and reopen in Spring 2021.
The Campaign Group is now concentrating on raising funds to support the following new
activities to engage with visitors:
• A Community Archaeology Research Programme
• Heritage Conservation Skills Programme for young people to develop conservation skills.
• Learning & Outreach Programme for local school and community groups
• Temporary Exhibition Programme inside the Manor House
• An Artist-in-Residence Programme and activities for visitors
‘We are so grateful to all the Fellows and Supporters who have given so generously to the
campaign and helped us to achieve the largest investment into Kelmscott Manor’s future
since 1962. Your generosity has been hugely appreciated. Thank you.’
Martin Levy FSA
Chairman, Kelmscott Manor Campaign Group.

YOU CAN SUPPORT US IN
VARIOUS WAYS:
• KELMSCOTT MANOR COMPANIONS
Make a donation of £500. Your donation
will be recorded in perpetuity in a special
‘Commemorative Companion’ book.
• KELMSCOTT MANOR
BENEFACTORS
Make a donation of £5,000. Your name will
be recorded on a special stone plaque as a
‘Kelmscott Manor Benefactor’.
Make a donation of £15,000 or more. Your
name will be recorded on a separate stone plaque
as a ‘Kelmscott Manor Principal Benefactor’.
All Benefactors will be contacted to discuss the
contribution your gift will make to the project
CONTACT US
If you would like to find out more about the
Kelmscott Manor Project, please contact Head
of Development Dominic Wallis at the Society
of Antiquaries of London: dwallis@sal.org.uk
+44 (0)20 7479 7092
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KELMSCOT T M ANOR NEWS
ICELANDIC EMBASSY VISIT TO KELMSCOTT MANOR

At the end of last year’s open season
Kelmscott Manor staff were delighted to
welcome the Ambassador, his wife and
embassy staff to show them the house
and grounds as well as several Icelandic
items from our collection.
This visit was arranged to follow on from
contact earlier in the year when the
Icelandic Ambassador visited Burlington
House to see the holiday journals written
by May Morris when she and her
companion Mary Lobb visited Iceland in
1924, 1926 & 1931.
The Manor visit was a great success and
staff learnt more about the history behind
some of the items in the collection as
well as the correct pronunciation of
Fafnir. The Icelandic Casket, presented to
May in 1924, on display in our South Attic, was carved by renowned carver and
sculptor Ríkarður Jónsson (1888 - 1977)
who later carved the gavel and striking
board used at the United Nations.
Manor staff were also informed that there
is an Icelandic Horse Society of Great
Britain and that it might be possible in

the future to arrange for some horses to
come to the Manor for an event.
The Ambassador presented staff with a
5-volume set of ‘The Complete Sagas of
Icelanders’ translated into English.
Many thanks to Janie Money, Kelmscott
Campaign Group, for helping to arrange
the visit. We hope that this will be the
start of a long working relationship
between the Icelandic Embassy and the
Society.
“We were delighted to have the
opportunity to visit the beautiful Kelmscott Manor and to get more in depth
knowledge of William Morris and his impressive body of work. We found it very
interesting to learn more about the father
and the daughter and especially their
passion and understanding of Iceland, its
people and its culture. We highly appreciate the warm welcome and hospitality of
our hosts at the Manor and look forward
to continue our excellent relations with
the William Morris Society.”

&

EVENTS

Icelandic Ambassador & embassy staff with
Gavin Williams, Property Manager, &
Kathy Haslam, Heritage Manager,
Kelmscott Manor.

©Robert Workman

Part of the Kerrich Bequest to the
Society of Antiquaries of London, these
panel paintings date from the early sixteenth century and constitute one of the
largest assemblages of their kind. The nine

Dr John Cooper FSA will introduce
the performance with a talk on Mary I as
England’s first female ruler, focusing on her
priorities, her power, and why she has had
such a bad press.

The exhibition in the Society’s apartments at Burlington House will include
objects from our collections at Kelmscott
Manor and at Burlington House, ranging
from furniture, ceramics and paintings to
archaeological artefacts, manuscripts and
archive material.

The Monument Fund hasgenerously donated £25,000 towards the £65,000 cost
of mounting the exhibition to help us with
the public launch of the Kelmscott Project.
We now need to raise £40,000 to meet
the project costs.

The items will be selected to represent
William Morris’s antiquarian
preoccupations, from Prehistory to the
Middle Ages and later periods, as well as
his and others’ personal experience of the
Manor as an historic home, as a working
farm environment and as a place of inspiration (particularly, in Morris’s case, for his
pattern designs, his literary work and his
ideas about the society of the future).
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arch-topped paintings (including those of
Edward IV and Richard III) are very similar in size and on each the picture and its
moulded border are carved as one.

This indicates that at some point in their
history, this collection of arch-topped
portraits had been displayed together
much as it is now.

This collection of portraits came to
Kerrich via two separate donations, and
analysis suggests that the paintings were
produced by several different artists
and at different times during the first
four decades of the Sixteenth Century.
Despite this, Kerrich noted on studying
the nine panels together that a similar
cross-shaped mark appeared scratched
into the frame on several of the works.

The provenance of seven of these paintings can be traced back to William Paston,
Second Earl of Yarmouth and may be
those referenced in the 1683 inventory
of Oxnead Hall as ‘the nine picktors ould’
displayed along the passage leading to the
back stairs. It is in this context that the
paintings were displayed in the exhibition
at Norwich Castle.

©Laurel Turton

‘Mary I’ by Hans Eworth. 1554.
[LDSAL 336]

SAVE THE DATE:
PUBLISHING THE STAFFORDSHIRE
TREASURE: IMPACT AND IMPLICATIONS
1 November 2019
‘Publishing the Staffordshire
Treasure: impact and
implications’

KELMSCOTT MANOR: PAST, PRESENT & FUTURE EXHIBITION
These themes are all fundamental to the
Society’s vision for Kelmscott’s future
development.

Having returned from The Paston
Treasure exhibition at Norwich Castle
Museum and Art Gallery and before
this The Yale Centre for British Art, the
Society’s arch-topped portraits are now
back on display in the Meeting Room. The
portraits have been in temporary storage
since their return awaiting new
conservation-approved display brackets.

15 February 2019
Mary’s Hand (£30)
We are delighted to welcome McCaldin
Arts to the Society of Antiquaries to
perform excerpts from their acclaimed
production Mary’s Hand. This is a unique
performance which brings to life one of
England’s most misunderstood monarchs.

RESEARCH

KERRICH COLLECTION OF ARCH-TOPPED PORTRAITS

SAVE THE DATE: MARY’S HAND

Ambassador Stefán Haukur Jóhannesson,
Eyrún Hafsteinsdóttir, David Wilton, Hrefna Dís
Minshull, Anna Sigriður Alfreðsdóttir, Ingólfur
Stefán Haukur Jóhannesson,
Friðriksson, & Þurý Björk Björgvinsdóttir.
Ambassador, Icelandic Embassy.

We are planning a Summer Exhibition of
treasures from the Kelmscott Manor in
July and August 2020.

OPEN DAYS

Organised by Dr Leslie Webster
FSA, Dr Sam Lucy FSA & Dr
Tania Dickinson FSA
Book at www.sal.org.uk/events
Detail of The Staffordshire Hoard: An Anglo-Saxon Treasure
front cover.

If you would like to help, in particular if
you have any suggestions for sponsorship,
please contact Dominic Wallis at
dwallis@sal.org.uk or 0207 479 7092

OBJECTS ON THE MOVE
An Earthly Paradise:
William Morris & the Thames
‘The Blue Silk Dress (Jane Morris)’ by Dante
Gabriel Rossetti. 1868

River and Rowing Museum, Henley on
Thames
1 February - 14 July 2019

* Copy of ‘News from Nowhere’ by
William Morris. Kelmscott Press, 1892.
Inscribed by William Morris to May Morris
* Skeins of wool hand-dyed
by William Morris
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The seminar’s theme is to examine
the significance of the hoard for future
research and public understanding.
Contributions will look to the future,
rather than dissect the hoard’s past
history. The colloqiuim will provide a
broad and balanced coverage of the
main issues raised by the hoard.

REVIEWS EDITOR
Almost from its foundation, the Society
has actively supported research. From
1717 to 1906 the Society published
Vetusta Monumenta, a series of illustrated
antiquarian papers on ancient buildings,
sites and artefacts. Between 1770 and
1992 the Society’s first journal,
Archaeologia, focused on papers that had
been delivered at the Society’s meetings. From 1844 the Society published
a second periodical, The Proceedings of
the Society of the Antiquaries of London,
which was, in 1921, superseded by the
Antiquaries Journal. Carrying international
research papers and reviews of significant
new monographs, the Antiquaries Journal
is now the primary journal of the Society
and, to judge from its reception online,
eagerly read by Fellows and non-Fellows
alike. But who decides which titles should
appear in its reviews section and which
should not?

The Reviews Editor plays an important
part in the success of the journal. Each
year he has to gather reviews of yet
another crop of freshly published titles
to interest Fellows while ensuring a good
balance of period and discipline. To judge
from Fellows’ comments, the results
undoubtedly help academics to prioritise
which publications to read. At a time
when the demands of academic life are
ever increasing, many Fellows find the
reviews section invaluable.

knowledge to identify which monographs
are suitable for review, taking care to
select titles that reflect a broad range of
antiquarian topics.
Fellows who have a book that is about to
publish and would like it to be considered
for review in the Antiquaries Journal are
encouraged to send a copy to Adrian
at Burlington House. If they themselves
would like to offer their services as a
reviewer, please email Adrian on
reviewseditor@sal.org.uk.

The current Reviews Editor is Adrian
James FSA, who will be a familiar face
to most visitors of the Society’s Library.
As Assistant Librarian for many years,
Adrian was often the first port of call for
researchers seeking an elusive reference,
and warmly appreciated for his wideranging knowledge of the Society’s many
maps, manuscripts and books. Since taking up his role as Reviews Editor in
November 2017, Adrian deploys this
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